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Phase transitions in a two-component site-bond percolation model
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A method for analyzing aN-component percolation model in terms of one parameterp1 is presented. In
Monte Carlo simulations on 163, 323, 643, and 1283 simple cubic lattices the percolation thresholdp1

c is
determined forN52. Continuous transitions ofp1

c are reported in two limits for the bond existence probabili-
ties p5 and pÞ . In the same limits, empirical formulas for the percolation thresholdp1

c as a function of
one-component concentrationf b are proposed and links to existing percolation models are established. In the
limit p550 a different site percolation model is proposed and its threshold,f b

c.0.145, is reported.
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The percolation model goes back to Flory1 who intro-
duced it in the context of polymer gelation. Since then it h
been used in a wide range of approaches and techniq
Exact percolation probabilities in two dimensions were giv
by Sykes and Essam.2 Recently, universal formulas for sit
and bond percolation thresholds have been postulated, w
essentially read as a power law in the coordination num
and the space dimension.3 These formulas have also bee
extended to anisotropic and aperiodic lattices.4 As to appli-
cations of percolation theory,5 there have been, for exampl
approaches to nuclear physics, fragmentation processe
particular, using a nuclear lattice model. It was used to w
reproduce mass-yield curves of proton-induced multifr
mentation reactions,6 and also an application to the questio
of fragment multiplicity distributions7 has proven successfu
Furthermore, quite recently, a stock-market model relying
percolation theory was presented.8 In all these cases, stan
dard percolation models were used, in which either bond
site percolation is dealt with.9,10Site-bond percolation, which
was introduced by Coniglio, Stanley, and Klein,11 goes a step
further, combining the two formulations, dealing with ra
domly occupied sites~vertices! and randomly existing bond
~open edges! connecting these sites. However, in this vers
of the model only one active component exists, the ot
sites are considered unoccupied. A further generalizatio
to consider several components, which was done for site
colation as well as bond percolation by Zallen12 and called
polychromatic percolation. Zallen focused on the coexiste
of percolating species in highly connected lattices, givin
criterion for the occurrence of a panchromatic regime wh
all species percolate. Generalizing the nuclear lattice mo
site-bond percolation using two components was previou
applied by one of us13 to the question of the nuclear liquid
gas phase transition. Site-bond percolation with several
cies was considered by another author14 and an approximate
percolation criterion was given.

Here we investigate a two-component site-bond perc
tion model on a simple cubic lattice, which is a generaliz
tion of site-bond andAB percolation.
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~13!/8719~6!/$15.00
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We will show that this model contains important effec
giving rise to interesting behavior but also reproduci
known results of other percolation models. This allows
an interpretation of transitions shown in the present mode
effective transitions between different percolation models
will also be shown that in a specific parameter regime of t
AB site-bond percolation model a different two-compone
site percolation process, which can be seen as inverse
percolation, is obtained.

Let us begin by describing the approach we have taken
the general case ofN different component flavors. No as
sumption concerning topological dimensions or lattice str
ture is made. We haveN component concentrationsf i with

(
i 51

N

f i51, ~1!

giving rise to (N21) freely adjustable concentrations. Fu
thermore we have different bond probabilitiespi j to connect
all possible combinations of sites. The bonds are assume
be directionless, meaning that their probabilities only depe
on the species of the sites they are connecting:pi j 5pji . This
results in an overall number of

Apar5~N21!1S N1221
2 D5N2/213N/221 ~2!

free parametersai . We now want to know in which region
of this Apar-dimensional parameter space an infinite netwo
C` of connected bonds occurs, that is, where the probab
for a given site to belong to the infinite network,P`($ai%), is
nonzero. The particular type of a bond shall be irrelevan
order for it to belong to the infinite network. For a syste
with N>3 components, however, this approach is quite i
practical. It would be preferable to be able to reduce
dependence of the order parameterP` to one variable at
fixed particle concentrations. In one-component bond per
lation this one variable is the bond probabilityp, which gives
the bond density in the system under observation. In a m
ticomponent system, several bond probabilitiespi j are in-
8719 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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8720 PRB 62H. M. HARREIS AND W. BAUER
volved. To find the bond density which corresponds to
given set of bond existence probabilities$pi j %, one also
needs to know the probabilitya i j to have a nearest-neighbo
edge connect a vertex of typei and a vertex of typej. With
the component concentrationsf i these probabilitiesa i j read

a i j 52 f i f j for iÞ j ~3!

and

a i i 5 f i f i . ~4!

Obviouslya i j 5a j i holds in both cases. To simplify the no
tation, we rewrite Eqs.~3! and ~4! as

a i j 5~22d i j ! f i f j , ~5!

whered i j is the Kronecker Delta. As thea i j ’s are related to
the component concentrations, the constraint, Eq.~1!, in-
duces a similar constraint for thea i j ’s:

(
i> j 51

N

a i j 51. ~6!

This states that the probability to find an edge irrespective
its endvertices is unity. Thus with probabilitya i j we have a
nearest-neighbor edge that connects sites of flavori and j,
and with probabilitypi j this edge is occupied by ani j bond.
Therefore the bond density in the system, which we den
by p1 , is given as the sum over all possible bond types:

p15 (
i> j 51

N

a i j pi j . ~7!

This is a generalization forN components of thep1 pro-
posed in Ref. 13 for the case of two components, that is,AB
site-bond percolation.

For our computations, we consider this model in the s
cial case ofN52 components on a simple cubic lattic
which is a generalization of a site bond,AB percolation
model on a simple cubic lattice. We utilize system sizes
163, 323, 643, and 1283. For simplicity we call one specie
blue, the other red, and change the notation appropriate
indexing with b and r . We now have four free parameters
vary: The fraction of one of the components, say of the b
sites, f b and three bond activation probabilities:pbb for
bonds connecting two blue sites,prr for bonds connecting
two red sites, andpÞ for b-r bonds. However, we shall se
p5[pbb5prr , introducing a symmetry in the system. Th
is motivated by considerations of, for example, isospin sy
metry, where thee1e1 ande2e2 interactions are identical
Equations~7! and ~3! now read

p15aÞ pÞ1a5 p5 , ~8!

with

aÞ52 f b~12 f b!, ~9!

and

a55 f b
21~12 f b!25~12aÞ!, ~10!

respectively, where we have replaced the double indices
more intuitive notation for only two components. Again th
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question is in which region of the three-dimension
p5—pÞ—f b space an infinite network of bonds appears
the lattice. We defer the question of the concentration dep
dence to later and for the moment setf b to some fixed value.
Before we proceed, we would like to turn the attention
another question: Why not consider two dimensions fi
where some quantities, as for example, the bond percola
threshold on the square lattice are known exactly? Consi
ation of the three-dimensional case was motivated by
argument that on the simple cubic lattice a panchrom
regime, a region in the parameter space, where all com
nents can percolate simultaneously, exists. This comes a
as the site percolation threshold on the simple cubic lattic
given9 as f site

c 50.3116. This allows for both species conce
trations f b and f r to be abovef site

c and thus allows both
species to percolate with bond probabilities of unity or le
In two dimensions we have9 f 2d2site

c 50.592 746 for the site
percolation threshold on the square lattice. Therefore in
dimensions at most one of the two species can be in
percolation regime. We therefore focus our attention entir
on the model in three dimensions, which presents a m
general case.

In the simulation the lattice is populated at random, wi
out correlations, according tof b and bonds are formed fo
varied values ofp5 ,pÞP@0,1# using a Monte Carlo algo-
rithm. The resulting cluster structure is analyzed using
cluster-find-algorithm described in Ref. 6 andP`(p5 ,pÞ) is
recorded. As always, a cluster is defined as a set of vert
connected by open edges. In Fig. 1 we showP` as a function
of the two control parameters,p5 andpÞ , for two different
concentrations of the blue speciesf b . In Fig. 1~a! we have a
concentration off b50.5, in Fig. 1~b! we show results for

FIG. 1. Probability to belong to the infinite clusterP` in a
simple cubic two component site-bond percolation lattice of s
1283 as a function of the two parametersp5 andpÞ calculated for
a fraction of the blue species of~a! f b50.5 and~b! f b50.3.
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f b50.3. We can see that for both values off b the percolation
probability P` changes from 0~front corner! to 1 ~back cor-
ner!, with a critical line of a continuous phase transition
the (p5 ,pÞ)-plane. Figure 1~a! obviously represents, with
f b50.5, a special case, sincef b50.5 implies f r50.5 also,
leading to a system that is symmetric with respect to the
types of particles. This symmetry manifests itself in Fig. 1~a!
in the fact that the critical line of the phase transition is of t
form pÞ5const2p5 ~with const'0.5) that is, encloses th
same angle with thep5 and thepÞ axis. This symmetry is
broken for f b50.3 in Fig. 1~b!, yet qualitatively the same
behavior is retained.

We now follow our previous consideration concerning t
density of bonds in the system and analyze the percola
probability data of Figs. 1~a! and ~b! in terms of the param-
eterp1 , the result of which is displayed in Figs. 2~a! and~b!
respectively.@In Figs. 2~a! and ~b! we show all data points
contained in Figs. 1~a! and ~b!, but added additional dat
points in the transition region by employing a finer grid.# In
the symmetric case off b50.5 in Fig. 2~a! three branches ar
seen, two of which are identical. They are all in the shape
a power law, characteristic for a continuous phase transit
In the nonsymmetric case of Fig. 2~b! with f b50.3 the three

FIG. 2. Probability to belong to the infinite clusterP` as a
function of the linear combinationp1 of the two control parameter
p5 and pÞ in a 1283 simple cubic lattice for values ofp5 ,pÞ

P@0,1#, fitted with P`}(p12p1
c )b ~solid line!. Here it is ~a! f b

50.5 with p1
c .0.251 for the upper branch andp1

c .0.280 for the
lower branch. In~b! it is f b50.3 with p1

c .0.251 for the ‘‘p5

Þ0, pÞÞ0’’ branch, p1
c .0.266 for the ‘‘p550’’ branch and

p1
c .0.218 for the ‘‘pÞ50’’ branch. In all cases we haveb

50.41. The insets show the same data in a double logarith
representation~please note that thep550 and thepÞ50 branches
have been displaced in the insert by factors of 0.5 and 0.2 to
vide better visual separation of the plot symbols for the differ
cases!.
o

n

f
n.

branches appear completely distinct. In both cases mos
the data points fall on one curve, only a relatively sm
number of data points constitutes the two remaining curv
This fact that most data points collapse on one curve and
remaining points on only two other curves suggests thatp1

is a meaningful linear combination of the two control para
eters. It is clear, however, that the question as to wh
points do not collapse on the ‘‘main curve’’ has to be inve
tigated. This will be done in the following.

Further analysis of the data forf b50.5 shows that the
‘‘lower’’ branches constitute of points with (p550,pÞÞ0)
and (p5Þ0,pÞ50) whereas all other points, that is, poin
with p5 and pÞ nonzero, fall on the ‘‘upper’’ branch. Fo
f b50.3 this observed degeneracy of the lower branches d
not exist, and (p550,pÞÞ0) and (p5Þ0,pÞ50) each
have their own branch.

Also shown in Fig. 2 are the expectations from on
component bond percolation theory,P`}(p12p1

c )b,
~smooth lines!. For the finite (p5 ,pÞ) regime in both Figs.
2~a! and ~b! the critical valuep1

c has the same numerica
value as the bond existence probability in one compon
bond percolation~aside from a small difference due to finite
size effects!, p1

c 50.25160.002. This means that as long a
both bond types are active, the system under observa
here and the one component bond percolation model show
identical phase transition behavior, which is consistent w
the findings presented in Ref. 13. In the zero limits ofp5 or
pÞ , however,p1

c is shifted top1
c 50.28060.002 in the case

of f b50.5. For the system withf b50.3 we find a shift of the
critical bond concentration top1

c 50.21860.002 in the case
of (p5Þ0,pÞ50) and p1

c 50.26660.002 in the case of
(p550,pÞÞ0). It has to be noted that the thresholdsp1

c as
given here were not determined from the data in Fig. 2,
rather in an independent simulation aimed at the determ
tion of the critical values, as described below. The critic
exponentb50.41 from one component bond percolatio
theory is the same for all curves displayed here, as show
the double logarithmic plot in the insets of Fig. 2.

At this point we wish to briefly discuss the definition o
the percolation probabilityP` . We first worked withP` as
defined usually in one-component percolation theory, tak
it as the probability of a given site to belong to the infini
clusterC` , meaning the biggest cluster in a finite system
turns out, however, that in the limits of the bond existen
probability which we are discussing here, namelyp550 or
pÞ50, this definition leads to an artifact of the followin
kind. We discuss one example, assumingf b50.5 andpÞ

50. Both species can percolate and thus will both hav
spanning cluster,C`

b andC`
r , which will, however, slightly

differ in size. The percolation probability will then be foun
to be the probability that a given site belongs only to t
biggest of the spanning clusters, sayC`

b , resulting in
P`(pÞ50)'C`

b /N3, whereN3 is the system size. Turning
on the bond existence probabilitypÞ to some finite value
pÞ5e, with a very high probability creates a bond whic
connects the two biggest clusters, givingP`(pÞ5e)'(C`

b

1C`
b )/N3. This leads to a jump inP` when lettingpÞ→e.

Using an alternative percolation criterion, defining the p
colation probabilityP` as the probability to belong toany
spanning cluster, this jump vanishes, since then even atpÞ

ic
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8722 PRB 62H. M. HARREIS AND W. BAUER
50 we haveP`'(C`
b 1C`

b )/N3. In Fig. 3 we show the per
colation probability as calculated according to the ‘‘on
component’’ criterionP`

A , and as determined following th
‘‘new’’ criterion adjusted toAB percolation,P` . All data
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 have been calculated using the
justed criterion. The main result, however, the shift in t
percolation thresholdp1

c for either p550 or pÞ50, re-
mains unaffected by the definition that is employed for
percolation probabilityP` , as can be seen in Fig. 3. Th
independent calculations for determination of the thresho
~see below! confirm this finding.

How does this shift ofp1
c in the limits p5→0 and pÞ

→0 behave as a function of the blue species concentra
f b? Furthermore, at a given concentrationf b , how does the
transition ofp1

c look like as a function ofp5 or pÞ , when
letting pÞ→0 or p5→0, respectively? To answer this que
tion, we undertook simulations aimed at a determination
the critical value of the bond density only. The percolati
thresholdp1

c was determined by a nested interval metho9

We started with given values of the two control paramet
p5 andpÞ , holding one of the two fixed and then approac
ing the critical value of the other from both sides of t
threshold. We found that at fixedf b the percolation threshold
p1

c , as a function ofp5 or pÞ , continually changes to a new
value for eitherpÞ→0 or p5→0. In Fig. 4~a! we show this
continuous transition for the case off b50.5 andpÞ→0. We
also show a fit to the curve, which is of the form

p1
c ~p5 ,pÞ→0!5

1

~u1v pÞ!
1t, ~11!

where the fit parameters were found to beu534.660.3, v
51823672, andt50.24660.001. It has to be noted that th
formula only stands on empirical grounds, fits by exponen
functions may also be useful. As stated earlier, the same
of thought is applicable to thep5→0 limit and indeed do
our simulations present exactly the same results in the
tem with f b50.5. Forf bÞ0.5 this direct symmetry is broke
~cf. Figs. 1 and 2!, but qualitatively the results are still th
same.

FIG. 3. Probability to belong to the infinite cluster as determin
according to the usual percolation criterion in one-component
colationP`

A and as calculated following a criterion adjusted toAB
percolationP` both for f b50.5 andpÞ50 in a 1283 simple cubic
lattice.
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We now turn our attention to the question of howp1
c

behaves as a function off b in the limits pÞ50 andp550.
We will first discuss results for the first case. F
p1

c ( f b ,pÞ50) we find the functional form depicted in Fig
4~b!. The data points shown in this phase diagram are res
of fits of p1

c to the scaling relation

up1
c ~L !2p1

c u}L21/n ~12!

as given in Ref. 9, where we keptn fixed at 0.88 and lattice
sizes L516, L532, L564, andL5128 were taken into
account. The simulation data are fitted with

p1
c ~ f b ,pÞ50!5

2S f b2
1

2D 2

1
1

2

h1m fb
. ~13!

This is Eq. ~8! with the purely empirical assumption of
hyperbola forp5

c ( f b). In Fig. 7~a! we show a plot of the
differences between the values as predicted by Eq.~13! and
the simulation results. The hyperbolic form of Eq.~13! is in
agreement with the results of Heermann and Stauffer fo
one-component site-bond model.15,16 In their work, these au-
thors investigated a generalized form of th
Coniglio-Stanley-Klein11 model, with Ising-correlated bond
on a simple cubic lattice. In this model, the temperature
ters as additional parameter. Stauffer and Heermann fou
phase diagram exhibiting hyperbolas forp5

c with a
temperature-dependent critical concentrationf c(T) entering
the formula. LettingT→` reproduces the random percol
tion critical concentrationf c

site , which applies in our case. In
this limit their formula reads

p5
c 5

1

h1m fb
. ~14!

Transforming top1
c according to Eq.~8! by multiplication

with a5 yields Eq.~13!. In Eq. ~14! it is

d
r-

FIG. 4. Critical valuep1
c of the linear combination of the two

control parametersp5 and pÞ in a simple cubic lattice,~a! with
L5128 andf b50.5, plotted as a function ofpÞ , and~b! plotted as
a function of the fraction of blue sitesf b in the limit pÞ50 and
obtained by a fit to the scaling lawup1

c (L)2p1
c u}L21/n. The errors,

estimated as described in Ref. 17, are smaller than the symbol
in ~b!.
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PRB 62 8723PHASE TRANSITIONS IN A TWO-COMPONENT SITE- . . .
h5
1

pbond
c

54.019, ~15!

and

m5
12pbond

c

pbond
c ~ f site

c 21!
524.386. ~16!

Here, pbond
c 50.2488 andf site

c 50.3116 are the percolatio
thresholds for one component bond and site percolation
three-dimensional simple cubic lattice, respectively. Fitt
the parameters of Eq.~13! to our simulation data results i
h54.00760.002 andm524.42860.005. However, in con-
trast to the one component site-bond percolation mode
Heermann and Stauffer, due to the symmetry introduce
the system here, notably thatp5[pbb5prr , we only have
f bP@0.0,0.5# as independent regime, with the intervalf b
P@0.5,1.0# being mirror symmetric to the one shown he
with respect to thef b50.5 line. This comes about sinc
when varyingf b , the roles of blue and red sites switch
f b50.5. Thus the whole phase diagram is characterized
two superposed scaled hyperbolas as given in Eq.~13!, one
taking f b , the otherf r5( f b21) as argument. This fact is
manifestation of the two components behaving like two
perposed, noninterfering one-component site-bond perc
tion systems and lets us conclude that the continuous tra
tion in p1

c for pÞ→0 discussed above may be interpreted
an effective transition from a one-component bond perco
tion model to a one-component site-bond percolation mo
since forpÞÞ0 the system was characterized by a behav
similar to a one-component bond percolation model. W
show the whole phase diagram in Fig. 5.

For the case of the second limit discussed,p550, the
results are shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, upper curve, we
back to the bond existence probabilitypÞ . Its critical value,
as a function of the concentration,pÞ

c ( f b ,p550), is well
reproduced with an exponential fit:

FIG. 5. Critical valuep1
c of the linear combination of the two

control parametersp5 andpÞ in a simple cubic lattice, as given b
Eq. ~13!, plotted as a function of the fraction of blue sitesf b in the
limit pÞ50. The different percolative phases are indicated by
minuscules, ‘‘b’’ referring to the blue and ‘‘r’’ to the red specie
Below both curves, none of the two species can percolate.
a
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w5pÞ
c ~ f b ,p550!5a exp~2d fb!1c. ~17!

Fitting this empirical formula to the simulation data give
a52.160.07,d510.960.2, andc50.54760.002. An inter-
esting interpretation is possible forpÞ51 and the compo-
nent concentrationf b as free parameter. We definef b

c

[w21(pÞ51) and numerically getf b
c.0.14 from Eq.~17!,

whereas in an independent simulation aimed at finding

FIG. 7. Differences between the critical values ofp1
c , ~a! as

predicted by Eq.~13! and as obtained in the simulations forpÞ

50 and~b! as predicted by Eq.~17! and as obtained in the simu
lations forp550.

e

FIG. 6. Critical value ofpÞ and ofp1 , plotted as a function of
the fraction of blue sitesf b in the limit p550. The data have been
obtained by a fit toup1

c (L)2p1
c u}L21/n. Again the errors, esti-

mated as described in Ref. 17, are smaller than the symbol siz
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8724 PRB 62H. M. HARREIS AND W. BAUER
critical value of the component concentration, we findf b
c

50.14560.001, which again is a result from a fit of value
for the four different lattice sizes to the scaling relation E
~12!. The parameterf b

c can be regarded as a different thres
old in a model which we would like to refer to as the inver
site percolation model, corresponding to a simple tw
component site percolation model in which nearest neighb
only belong to the same cluster if they are of opposite flav
unlike the normal site percolation model which yieldsf site

c

50.3116. In Fig. 6, lower curve,f b
c determines the critica

point of the phase transition linep1
c ( f b ,p550). In Fig. 7~b!

we also show a plot of the differences between the value
p1

c as predicted by Eq.~17! and the simulation results. An
other argument in favor of a qualitatively different behav
arises by considering the density of accessible edges a
critical concentrations in the two models. For the one c
sidered here it is given byaÞ( f b

c), see Eq.~9!, for the usual
site percolation model we might define one in an analog
manner:asite5( f site

c )2. By settingaÞ( f b
c)5asite one would

expect f b
c to be 0.051 which stands in contradiction to o

findings.
Concluding, we introduced a different way to tre

N-component percolation. This approach was applied t
two-component site-bond percolation model. Different
pects of the percolative phase behavior of this specific mo
were investigated using computer simulations. We could
affirm the findings of Ref. 13 which state that for both acti
bond types, the phase behavior of the usual one-compo
bond percolation model and theAB site-bond percolation
model coincide. However, a different behavior was found
the case where only one type of bond was kept active in
cl.
.
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lattice, which meanspÞ→0 or p5→0. In this limit, the
percolation thresholds show a continuous change to dif
ent, concentration dependent values~see Fig. 4!, with the
critical exponents being retained. Forp550 we could estab-
lish an empirical formula for the percolation thresholdp1

c as
a function of component concentrationf b whereas forpÞ

50 earlier findings of a one-component site-bond perco
tion model were found to apply in the two-component mod
too. This observation led to the conclusion that the transit
observed inp1

c for pÞ→0 of the two-component site-bon
percolation model can be interpreted as a transition from
one-component bond percolation model to a one compon
site-bond percolation model. The results presented in
case ofp5→0 led to the introduction of an inverse sit
percolation model for which the site percolation thresholdf b

c

could be determined.
In the future one might try to apply the same methods

multicomponent systems. This approach might also fin
broad range of possible applications. For example, one m
think of special networks or gelation phenomena with s
eral components involved, which only interact with ea
other, as well as wetting phenomena. Furthermore, an ap
cation to stock-market simulations seems possible and is
ing undertaken by the authors.
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